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A Revised Version of the ANisN·code 

William G. Price, Jr. 
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Princeton, New Jersey 08540 

ABSTRACT 

PPL-ANISN is a revised version of the ANISN dis-

crete ordinates transport theory code. It features 

several improved input options and a provision for 

binary output of i~s principal results • 
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INTRODUCTION 

PPL-ANISN is a revised version of the one-dimensional 
. 1 

discrete ordinates transport theory code ANISN. The changes 

were programed at the Plasma Physics Laboratory to add a number 

of useful input options and to meet a requirement for binary out-

put of the principal results (for use in other programs). It is 
. 2 

based upon the IBM/360 version of ANISN distributed by the 

Radiation Shielding ·Information Center in April, 1972. 

This report summarizes the ANISN input specification and 

describes the revised options. It also provides information on 

the execution of PPL-ANISN. 

INPUT REQUIREMENTS 

The input for PPL-ANISN is changed very little from that 

for the version on which it is based. An input card stream may 

contain one or more stacked cases, with a separator card between 

each. The bulk of the data is read by the AREAD subroutine, 3 an 

improved version of the original FIDO input routine .. AREAD 

accepts a much greater variety of option codes and can, for 

example, retrieve common data from files other than the main 

input stream. 

•. 

• 

r 
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The section below summarizes the PPL-ANISN card input re-

quirements. This is a sli.ght revision of section III of the ANISN 

manual, with changes incorporated to describe the PPL version. 

All cards except the title are to· be in AREAD format. 

Title card - format (12A4, 12X, Il2} 

1. Title - 48 characters maximum 

2. 0 or maximum execution time in hundredths of seconds 

15 $ Integer parameters (36) 

1. ID problem ID number 

2. ITH · 0 - fo·rward ·solution 

1 - adjoint solution 

3. ISCT maximum order of scatter found in any zone 

4. ISN order of angular quadrature 

5. IGE 1 - .slab: 2 - cylinder; 3 - sphere 

6. IBL left boundary condition 

0 - vacuum (no reflection} 

1 - reflection 

2 - periodic 

3 - white/albedo 

7. IBR right boundary· condition 

same options as IBL 

8. IZM number of zones·or regions 

9. IM number of mesh intervals 
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io. IEVT. eigenvalue type 

() -.fixed source 

1 - k calculation 

2 - a:calculation 

3 concentration search 

4 - zone width search 

. 5 - outer radius ~earch 

6 - buckling search 

11. · IGM number of energy groups 

12. IHT position of crtotal i.n cross section table 

13. IHS . position of cr
99 

(se_lf.,..sca.tter) .·in cross section 

table 

14. IHM length of cross section table 

is. MS cross section· mixing table-length 

16. MCR nuinber of .cross section sets to be 

.cards (14*) 

17. MTP nrimber of cross section sets to be 

tape (13$) 

18. MT · · t;.otal nuinber of.cross ·sectiqn sets 

mixtures) 

1.9. IDFM. O - density factors \21*) not used 

1 - density factors used 

20. IPVT 0 - rio effect 

21. IQM 

1 - ~nter k
0 

as PV 
1
(16*) 

2 - enter a
0 

as PV 

o -·no effect 

(10$, 11$, 12*) 

read from 

read ·from 

(elements + 

l - enter distributed source. (17*) {IP_M = O} 

(; 

. '• ·'' 



22. IPM 

23. IPP 

24. IIM 

25. IDl 

.. 
26. ID2 

27. !03 

r. 

28. 104 

•.I 

~s-

0 no effect 

1 - enter shell source (18*) 

by group and angle {IQM = O} 

IM - enter shell source by interval, group, and 

angle {IQM = O} 

interval number which·con~ains shell source if 

I~M = l; 0 otherwise 

inner iteration maximum 

0 - no effect 

add 1 to print angular flux 

add 2 to punch scalar flux 

add.4 to write the XTROUT information 

add 8 to suppress printing of the source and 

scalar flux 

0 - no effect 

1 - use "TAPEMAKER"-prepared group independent 

cross section tape (containing MTP materials) 

2 - use cross sections and fixed source from 

previous problem 

3 use internal TAPEMAKER option 

0 - no effect 

N - compute N activities by .zone where N is any 

positive integer 

0 no effect 

1 - compute N activities by interval (where N 

refers to ID3) and print them 

-1 print and also punch activities by interval 
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29. ICM outer iteration maximwn 

use ICM = 1 if IEVT = 0 

ICM may be 0 if IFN < 0 and IPRT = 4 or 5 

30. IDATl 0 - all dat~ in core 

1 - cross sections and fixed sources stored on tape 

2.- fluxes and currents on tape also 

31. IDAT2 0 - no effect 

>0 - execute ~iffusion solution for specified groups 

. (24$) as long as outer.iteration·# < IDAT2 

32. IFG 0 - nd effect 

1 - flux weight cross·sections (27$ and 28$) 

33. !FLU 0. - step model used when linear extrapolation · 

yields negative flux (mixed mode) 

34. IFN 

1 ..:.· use ,linear model .on'iy 

2 - use step model· only 

3 - weighted difference model·. (preferred option) 

4 - linear model, weighted model if negative 

0 - enter.fission guess (2*) 

1 - enter flux·'guess (3*) 

2 - use fluxes from previous case 

<O - restart by reading XTROUT data from . 

unit # !IFNI 

35. ·IPRT O or 2 or 4 - print cross sections 

.1or3 or 5 - do not print cross sections 

O or l - print all balance tables 

2 or 3 - print only swnmary balance table 

4 or·S do riot print any balance table 

.. 
" 
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36. IXTR 0 - calculate PL scattering constants (Legendre 

coefficients) 

1 - read PL constants from cards (34*) 

16* Floating point parameters [14] 

1. EV 

2. EVM 

3. EPS 

4 •. BF 

5. DY 

6. DZ 

7. DFMl 

8. XNP 

9. PV 

first guess for eigenvalue 

eigenvalue modifier 

epsilon - accuracy desired 

buckling factor, normally 1.420892 

cylinder or 'plane height for buckling correction 

plane depth for buckling correction 

transverse dimension for void streaming correction 

normalization factor 

0.0, k
0

, or ~o according to IPVT = O, 1, or 2 

10. RYF A2 relaxation factor, normally 0.5 

11. XLAL. point flux convergence criterion if.eritered 

greater than zero 

12. XLAH upper limit for ll.O -·A 1 1 used in linear search 

13. EQL eigenvalue change epsilon 

14. XNPM· new parameter modifier 

NOTE: The above data is followed by a T. 

C~oss.sections {ID2 = O} 

13$ Libracy ID numbers [MTP] {MTP > ·o} 

14* Card cross sections [IHM x !GM x MCR]{MCR > O} 

NOTE: If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 
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·. . .. . . . . . 

Cross S~ctions '{ID2 = 3} 

13$ Library ID nunlbers [MTP] { MTP > O} 
' 

NOTE: If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 

i4* Card cross sections [IHM x·IGM], MCR sets {MCR > O} 

NOTE: Each card cross section set is entered as an 
. . . 

indlvidu~l 14* array, followed by a T. 

Fix~d Source {IEVT =· 0 and·ID2 ~ 2} 

17.* Distributed· source [IM x IGMJ {IQM. = 1 } . (source per 

unit volume) 

. 1.8* S.hell source [MM x IPM x !GM] {!PM .> 0 } (flux on outside 

of interval) 

·NOTE:· If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 

Flux or Fissi6n Gues$· {IFN = 0 or i} 

2* F.ission density [IM) {IFN = O} 

3*. Flux guess [IM ,X !GM] {IFN - l} 
. .. 

NOTE: If entered, the above data is followed by a T. 

Remainder of Data 

l* Fission spectrum [IGMJ 

4* .Radii by· interval boundary [IM+ l] 

5* Velociti~s [IGM] (must truly be ~elocity if 
. . 

* 6*. · Angular quadrature weights [ MM ] 

7*· · Al:lgl.ilar quadrature cosines [MM] 

MM = !SN + 1 for plane or sphere . 
MM = (ISN x (ISN + 4)) /4 ·for cylinder 

• 
IEVT = 2) 

• 

• 
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8$ Zon·e numbers by interval [IM] 

9$ · Material numbers by zone [IZM] 

10$ Mixture numbers in mixing table [MS].{MS > O} 

11$ Component numbers in mixing table [MS] {MS > O} 

12* Numb~r densities in mixing table [MS] {MS > O} 

19$ Order of scatter by zone. [IZM] . {ISCT > O} 

20* .Radius modifiers by zone [IZM] .{IEVT = 4} 

21* Density factors by .interval· [IM]· {IDFM = l} 

22$ Material numbers· for activities [ID3] ·{ID3 > O} 

23$ Position numbers for activities [!03] '{ID3 > O} 

24$ Diffusion calculation or 

infinite medium markers [IGM] {IDAT2 > O} 
• .. i 

25~. Albedo by. group - right boundary [IGM] {IBR =. 3} . 

26* Albedo by. group - left boundary [!GM] ·{!BL = 3}. 

27$ Few group parameters [S] {IFG = l} 

1. ICON 

2. IHTF 

·3 ~ IHSF 

4. IHMF 

S. IPUN 

0 - no effect 

±1 - micro cross sections desired 

±2 - macro cross sections desired 

(minus implies cell weighting) 

position of atotal in weighted cross sections 

position of ag+g in.weighted cross sections 

(minus implies upscatter removal) 

t~ble length of weighted cross sections 

0 - print without punching 

1 - punch·and.print weighteq cross sections 

-1 - punch without printing 
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28$ Few group number for each multigroup [IGM]{{IFG = i} 

29$ summation limits for activities [2 x ID3]{ID3 > .Q} 
. . 

34* _PL scatter constants [JT x MM]· {IXTR = l} 

JT = ISCT for plane or sphere 

JT = . (.ISCT x ( ISCT + ·4 ):.) / 4 for cylinder, truncated to 

the next lower integeir·for cylinders when ISCT is odd~ 

38* densities for use.in 

activi~y calculation [IM x ID3] · {ID3 > O} 
. . . 

NOTE: The above data is followed by a T. 

After completing each. case, PPL;_ANISN determines whether or 

not to proceed with another (e.g., an ~djoint) by trying to read 
. . . . 

another card. If.it detects an.end-of-file, or if there is a 

card with exactly ... END " in columns 1-4, then it stops; otherwise 
. . . 

it looks for another full case with its owri title card, etc. 

·'·'. 

.., 
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REVISED OPTIONS 

·several new options are available with the PPL version of 

ANISN; these are discussed below. Refer to the ANISN User's 

Guide for descriptions of the regular ANISN options. 

101 - The appropriate valu~ for IDl is obtained by adding 

together the values representing each. of several possible options: 

(a) add 1 to print the angular flux; · (b) add 2 to punch the 

scalar flux; (c) add 4 to write the output from this case on the 

X!ROUT file (described in detail in the Programmer's Guide); and 

(u) add 8 to suppress the printing of the source and the scalar 

flux. Option (c) was added to allow auxiliary programs to obtain 

the ANISN results, option (_d) was added to save paper. 

IPRT - The expanded choice of values for IPRT is provided to 

reduce the expense of balance table computation in many-zone 

systems and to allow the ICM = 0 option. 

IFN - When IFN = -N, a flux guess is read from an XTROUT-format 

file with logical unit number N. This allows one, for example, 

to restart a previous case or to usq an old flux result as a 

starting guess. 

ICM - It is now meaningful to set ICM.= O~ No flux calculation 

will be performed, so t_he activities and group collapsing will be 

performed using the flux guess, e.g., the flux in the XTROUT file 

if .IFN < o. If IFN > 0 then IPRT must be 4 or 5 since the angular 

flux guess required for baiance table computation will not exist. 

ID2 - The TAPEMAKER program, which prepares a special space-saving 

cross section input "tape" for ANISN, has be~n dismembered and 

reconstituted as an integral part of the PPL version of ANISN. 
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. . . . ' 

When lD.2. = 3 ANISN will -try, after reading the 15$ and 16* arrays 

.and their "T", .to read·i3$_array (wi.th.MTP entries) terminated 

with a •iT" and then/or set. {MCR decks) .of 14* ·arrays, each ~

terminated with:a "T" • 
. . , . 

Cross s~ction mixing is done. in the·regularANISN I1lanner as 

specified by the 10$, 11$, andl2* arrays entered later. The 

special "tape" is not made available for.later use, but the size 

of me:mory required is greatly reduced when this option is used. 

·ID3 - When.activities are to be computed (ID3 > 0) two new arrays 
. . 

are requi:red to . control the energy and . spatial. summations •. · 

The 29$ array - J{2, ID3) - sh~uld be entered as a series 

of pairs of numbers, one pair for each. activity,. The first nwn-

·ber of the_Kth pair,·J.(l,K),.is set to.1 ff it is< 1 or >.IGM, 

~hile the seconc1 number, J(2,K), is set to IGM if.itis 

<.l or> IGM (thus O,O_is equivalent to 1, !GM)~ The ~Wnrnation 

over-energy for each activity will be controlled by the corre

sponding entries in the 29$ ··array: only the groups from J(l,K) 

through J{2,K) will be added. As en exampie of its use, the 29$ 

.array can be·set to.extract neutron~only integrals in 

:neutron/gamma coupled problems·• 

~-· 
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·The· 38* array - D (IM,ID3) - is u·sed to supply optional 

material density profiles for ea~h activity. 'If M(K), the 

n1aterial nllinber provided in the 22$ array for the Kth activity, is 

positive, then the real density profile of material M(K) in each 

interval is used as the density for the activity calculation; 

however, if M(K) is negative, .then the entries D(I,K) are used 

(except that if D(I,K)·= 0 for I= 1 to IM then D(I,K) is reset to 

1.0). A new colwnn in the activity tahle print-out contains 

"Real," "l.O," or "38*" to indicate which option was used. 
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X'i'ROUT.FILE 

. . 

· The PPL-ANISN XTROUT option, tr~9gered by adding in 4 when 

computing IDl, dumps. out most "of the input and the computed 

results. This information.can be used later by other programs, 

for example to calculate.extra activities from the fluxes or to 

caldulate perturbation integrals. Since the data.is written in 

binary form the process is quick and the storage requirement is 

minimal. Successive dumps from stacked cases follow each other 

in the XTROUT file.· The following parameters not defined in the 

ANISN input are needed .to describe the output format: 

IP = number of points = IM 4 1 

IHP = nwriber of positions in internal cross section tables 

= IHM + 1' if there is upscattering; else = IHM 

= number of discrete ·angles · 

= ISN + 1 for slab or sphere; 

= ISN* (ISN + 4)/4. for cylinder 

JT = 1 if ISCT.= O; else= number of Legendre,moments: 

ISCT for slab or sphere; 

. ISCT* (ISCT + 4)/4 for cylinder 

MP = 1 if IPM = 0; =MM if IPM ~-0 

IMP =IM if IQM > O; =·IPM if !PM> 0 

DAT =date.in AB format: MM/DD/YY 

TOD - .time of day 

KS = MS, or = 1 

KID = ID3, or = 1 

· KTP · = MTP, or 1 

in AB 

if MS = 
if ID3 

if MTP 

format: 

0 

= 0 

= 0 

HH.MM. SS •. 

Be very carE;!ful l.f 

MS or MTP or ID3 = 0: 

dummy arrays will be 

·written 

·".I . 
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The following FORTRAN-like statements describe the output: 

,_, 

1. WRITE (3) T,DAT,TOD T (12) is the problem title 
-.: 

2. II ·KFIX(36} 15$ integer constants 

3. II FLT (14) 16* real constants 

4. II XKI(IGM) l* fission spectrum 

s. II FD (-IM) 2* fission density guess 

6. II R(IP) 4* radii 

7. II VE (IGM) 5* velocities 

8. II w (.MM) G"' quadrature weights . 

9. II DSN (MM) 7* quadrature cosines 

10. " MA(IM) 8$ zone numbers 

11. II MZ(IZM) 9$ material numbers 

12. II MB(KS) 10$ mixing numbers 
'~· 

13. II MC(KS) 11$ component numbers 

14. II XMD(KS) 12$ component densities 

15. II MTT (KTP) 13$ iD'S of materials on tape 

16. II .JS ( IZM) 19$ order of.scatter 

17. II RM(IZM) 20* radius modifiers 

18. II DF (IM) 21* density factors 

19. II J3 (KID) 22$ materials for activities 

20. II J4 (KID) 23$ positions for activities 

21. II IGT (IGM) 24$ diffusion markers 
" 

22. II ART (IGM) 25* right albedo 

'rJ 
23. II ALFT (IGM) · 26* left albedo 

24. II IFGP (5) 27$ few group parameters 
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26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 
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. WRITE (3) . IFGG«IGM) 28$ few g;-oup numbers 

II J;6 (.2.,KID) 29$ activity group . 1 imi ts · 
' ' 

II V(IM) 30* interval volumes 

II AA(IP) 31* bmmdary · areas· 

II WP (MM) 32* . weight*cosine 

II MR(MM) -33$ ·index of reflection angle 

II PNC (MM,JT) 34* L~gendre coefficients 

II .CF (IM, KID) 38*. activity densities 

DO 1 J = l; IGM 

. WRITE (3) (XN (I,J), I = 1, IM) scalar flux 

WRITE (3)· (B (M;J)·,. M· = 1,. MM.). boundary.flux 

WRITE (3) ( (XND(I,M1J), ·I ::: 1, IP), 

M = -1, MM.) . angular flux 

IF (ISCT .E.Q~ O) GO TO 1 

WRITE (3) ( (XJ (I ,L,J) , I =· 1, IM), 

L = 1, JT) 

1 CONTINUE 

Do 2 · J = 1, ·. IGM 
' ' 

.WRITE (1 or 2) 

Legendre components 

&((<;:RX(I,J,K), I= 1, IHP),K= 1, MT). cross sections 

iF ( CIQM*:i:M + lPM*MM). EQ. 0) GO TO 2 

. ·WRITE. (l:or-.2) · ... ·.· 

·& ((Q(M;~,J), M = 1, MP), I = 1, IMP) ·.source 

2 CONTINUE' 

RETURN 
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The binary cross section library XSECLIB is assumed to be in 

the standard ANISN format. Each "material" is written into the 

library _with the following two "unformatted" write statements: 

WRITE (.4) NG, NP, K, ID, LABEL 

WRITE (4) ((XSEC(I,J) I I= 1, NP) I J = 1, NG) 

where NG = number of groups, 

NP = number of positions, 

K = control parameter usually zero, 
' l 

ID = ma.terial identification number 

LABEL= vector containing a 48-character label, 

arn.l XSEC = cross sec.tion matrix. 

The library is terminated by a header record with K = 7. PPL-ANISN 
I. 

will look through the entire library for each material requested, 

rewinding· once if 'necessary. 
.. .'_, 

When a'Tapemaker "tape" is supplied instead of a standard 

binary library, it is assumed ~o contain all the cross sections 
# 

for MTP materials, organized by group rather than.by material. 

The output from Tapemaker is a binary library described by the 

following FORTRAN statements: 

DO 2 J = 1, NG 

2 WRITE (4) (XSEC(I, L,· J) I I = 1, NP) I. L = 1, MTP) 
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PROGRAM SIZE 

· PPL-ANISN has been written in IBM/360 Fortran-IVand compiled 

with the H-level compiler •. ·~his requires about 80 seconds and 

240K bytes on the 360/91. To reduce the memory requirement at 
. . . 

execution th~ following overlay scheme is reqommended--a root 

segment containing the main program, CONTRL·, SKPBUF, BULKBU, and 

the service r~utines; ··and . three overlays sharing the same space: 

PLSNT, TP, ADJNT, TAPE, WOT8, S804, SSOS, S814, and S966; or 

GUTS, DT, CELL, S807, S810, S821, S824, SS33~ and S851; or 

FINPR, FINPRf, PUNSH, XTROUT, ·aT, SUMARY, FACTOR, FEWG, AND WATE. 

The memory size required· to execu1:e PPL-AN!SN with this ·over

lay structure on the IBM/360 has been approximately (_in bytes) 

.102,000 + 4 xwords in /B'(.JLKBU/plus I/O.Buffers •. The size of 

/BULKBU/ is set by the declarations in the main program ANISN. 
, - . . I . . . . 

It.is up to the user torun·only those cases which fit his com-

piled version. 

The number of words required in /BULKaU/ by a g~ven set of · 

data will be 

. (a) 

or. (b) 

+ 

+ 

approximately the larger of:· 

1 

· . . · 1IGM if ID2 =.OJ·: 
(MCR .+ MTP) * IHM * .· . 

. · else 1 

... ··1 IG·M· if IDATl # 21 
[I~. * (JT + i) + MM] * 

· · else 1 

IIGM if IDATl = 01 [IHM * MT + IPQM] * 
else 1 

{:ISCT + 3* JT. + ID3 +· 6* MM+ 1·4] * IM 

where 
.. · ·. ·1IPM *. MM if IPM # 01 

IPQ~ = or. IM 1:-f IQM -:; 0 · • . and the other symbo.l.s are 
.. . 

defined in ·the ANts~ input section~ .. 

':'1 · 

., . 

(; 

I\ 

~., 
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INPUT/OUTPUT UN'ITS 

At least 9 I/O unit numbers are used by PPL-ANISN. Additional 

units may be specified to satisfy input redirection requests 

(X or Y options) to the AREAD card scanner. IBM/360 JCL examples 

of the basic units are given below. 

Unit 5: 

Unit 6: 

Unit 7: 

Unit 4: 

This is the input unit from which the basic data 

cards are read.· It is assumed to supply 80-column 

card images. 

//FTOSFOOl DD * 
This is the printed output unit, and is assumed to be 

a line printer accepting a· carriage control character 

arid 132 printing columns. 

//FT06F001 DD SYSOUT = A 

This is the punched output unit, and is assumed to 

punch 80-column cards • 

.//FT07F001 DD SYSOUT. = B 

This is the cross section library XSECLIB. It must 

be produced by an auxiliary program, and should have 
1· 

a structure appropriate to FORTRAN "unformatted" reads 

· and writes. 

//FT04F001 . ~D DISP = (SHR, KEEP), DSN = XSECLIB, 

UNIT = 2314, VOL = SER = PPL789, 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 7290, 

BLKSIZE = 7294) 



Unit3: ·Th.is is·the XTROUT file which receives the new output 

of ANISN.as a seriesof FORTRAN ·"un:f6rmatted" writes. 

//FT03F001 DD DISP = .CNEW, PASS), DSN·= X~ROUT, 

UNIT.= 2314, yOL = SER .= PPL78·9, 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS' L.RECL = 7290,, 

B.LKSIZE = 7294) 

Units 1, 2, 8, &.9: ·These are scratch units required by ANISN. -

They are written and read "unformatted." 

//FT.01F001 DD UNIT = SYSDA, SPACE = (TRK, (100 ,100)) , . 

DCB = (RECFM = VBS, LRECL = 7290, 

BLKSIZE :::::: 7294):. 

l 

... 

.. ~\ 
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PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE 

As noted earlier, PPL-ANISN is base·d on the April 1972 
. : 

IBM/360 version of ANISN distributed by RSIC. All the changes 

made to th.at program have been incorporated. into an input deck. 

for a simple editing program; the deck is thus a concise and 

precise compilation of the changes. 

The deck consists of edit control cards and new FORTRAN 

cards. The control cards (which have a period in column_one). 

contain one of the.following five codes and either one sequence 

number or a range of sequence numbers: 

.A M 

.B M 

.c M N 

.D M N 

• END 

copy through card M, then· insert any new FORTRAN 

cards up to the next control card. 

copy through. card M-1, then insert any new FORTRAN 

cards. 

copy through card M-1, delete cards M through N, 

then insert any new FORTRAN cards. 

if N is blank, set N = M~ 

, copy through card_M-1, then delete cards M through ·N~ 

if N is blank, set N = M. 

copy the rest of the cards • 

The deck of changes can perhaps be used to incorporate the 

PPL-ANISN improvements into newer releases of ANISN or versions 

already adapted to other machines. 
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. . . ' 

Only a few local system subroutines have be.en used, and they. 

c~n easily ~e ~epla6ed~ 
. . .. . . . . 

The main program ca:lls.CANSTA, which in..;. 

hibits·the ordinary. (at ·PPL) suppression of .SYSABEND dumps after 

catastrop.hic failure. The internal timing routine ITIME calls .· 

the REAL function CUTIME, whbse value is the elapsed CPU time in 

seconds (it is initialized on its first call). 

Since AN I SN wi.1'1 'sometimes. perform ·"illegal II' computations' 

SETERR is called first to suppress, .and later to enable, under

£ lows, overflows, and divide checks. ·· CHKERR returns the number 
. / 

of times each of .these events occurred. 

Note that a version date is ·compiled into PPL-ANISN. and 

printed in the output. · Thi.s can be invaluable in deciding 

later just what.has.been run ·(as long as it is kept.up to date). 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored 

work. Neither the United States, nor the Co111111ission, nor any person 
acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied, 
with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the 
information contained in this report, or that ~he use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may 
not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for 
damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, 
or process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission to the extent 
that such employee or contractor prepares, handles or distributes, or 
provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or 
contract with the Coltll1lission. 




